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Abstract

Multigrade schools combine students of different ages and different abilities in one classroom, under the

direction of one teacher. Multigrade schools are supported by a number of World Bank projects. The purpose of

this paper is to increase staff awareness of the complexity of such components and of the scope for economic and

pedagogical benefits that can be derived if such components are properly designed. The paper aims to give staff

a clear picture of what multigrade teaching involves, and to help them acquire the tools to assess under what

circumstances multigrade teaching should be promoted. It stresses the point that building a successful multigrade

school program involves much more than providing hardware and developing administrative structures: pedagogical

techniques and outcomes form the core of multigrade teaching.

Multigrade instruction is a reality in both developing and industrialized countries. But current systems of

administration and teacher preparation tend to ignore it, with consequences for the whole educational system.

Educational administrators must focus more on strategies that affect actual teacher behavior, and changing the way

teachers view themselves and are viewed by central authorities. The teacher's role should be one of a resource

person, a manager and facilitator of the learning process.

There are four critical elements to consider in supporting multigrade schools, the first of which is the most

important: (1) teachers need to adopt more effective teaching practices to make multigrade schools function

properly; (2) to do so, they require adequate material and physical inputs of which programmed learning materials

and textbooks are of overwhelming importance; (3) local and regional support networks need to be developed among

teachers; and (4) there must be national level support for pilot programs, including both financial support and active

involvement of a few key multigrade advocates. National level policy decisions with regard to teacher and

administrator training, teacher recruitment and support, and materials development and supply to support multigrade

schools become unavoidable when the pilot program leads to large scale expansion.
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Foreword

Provision of universal basic education requires ever-increasing efficiency in the use of educational

resources, innovative methods for reaching sparsely populated ural areas, and adoption of pedagogical practices

which help to boost achievement.

This study 'Issues in the Development of Multigrade Schools' examines the advantages offered by the

multigrade schooling model. It shows that, when properly implemented, multigrade schooling is a cost-effective

means of both expanding access and increasing learning achievement. The study examines the results of multigrade

experiments around the world, and describes 'best practices' with regard to program implementation. It discusses

consequences for program implementation at the classroom, regional, and national levels. Finally, it points out that,

while many of the teaching and teacher training practices proposed in the study must be adopted to make multigrade

schools function properly, single-graded schools could also benefit from them.

The study is intended for development agency staff, government officials, and students and professors in

teacher training institutes. By providing a wide variety of cases and models of program implementation, this study

sets the framework for a healthy debate on the merits of multigrade schooling and the design of country- specific

strategies.

Ann 0. Hamilton

Director

Population and Human Resources Department
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I. Introduction

For the purposes of this paper, multigrade schools are taken to be those which combine students of

different ages and different abilities in one classroom. They take a wide variety of organizational forms,

ranging from grouping of several formal grade divisions under the direction of one teacher to a completely

non-graded learning environment. This is contrasted with the "traditional" school in which each class is made

up of a distinct grade with its own teacher and classroom.

Multigrade schools occupy a unique place in the history of education. The multigrade school, or the

one room school house, was the dominant model of educational provision in North America until the advent of

the industrial revolution and large scale urbanization. Schools in Great Britain traditionally used a 'monitoring'

system, in which older, more advanced students helped to supervise and tutor younger students. Single graded

classes evolved in the 1800s as a means of managing students by organizing them into age divisions or grades.

The graded textbook, state supported education and the demand for trained teachers further solidified graded

school organization. Critics of the graded school system point out that it was developed to manage large

numbers of students rather than meet individual needs, and that it is absurd to expect children to be at the same

stage of development in a given grade (Miller, 1989).

The multigrade school, however, is still important as an organizational form in many suburban and

rural areas of North America and Europe. Multigrade schools provide quality services in rural parts of

Scotland, the Scandinavian countries, Canada, France and the United States. In many urban areas multigrade

classes form part of experimental learning and teaching programs which try to capture the benefits of peer

tutoring and independent inquiry. In France, Britain and the Netherlands, multigrade schools have been

established in small communities in response to declining pupil intakes and staff reductions. Multigrade schools

offer small towns and villages an alternative to closing uneconomical single grade schools. Keeping village

schools alive also helps to preserve the identity of the local communities.

Multigrade schools exist for many of the same reasons in developing countries. They are seen as an

efficient means of providing quality educational services to rural areas. Multigrade schools fulfill an important

role in improving access to primary education, and in maintaining services in light of budgetary and manpower

constraints. There are, for example, approximately 420,000 multigrade schools in China, 20,000 in Indonesia,

and 1,540 in Malaysia. Eight percent of schools in Philippines are multigrade; 61% of primary schools in India

have only one or two teachers (UNESCO, 1989). Twenty-two percent of Mexican primary schools are

"unitary" - offering all six grades but with only one teacher. Multigrade schools are also very common in the

Pacific Island countries where small, isolated communities exist.

Multigrade schools have benefitted and continue to benefit from multilateral and bilateral support. The

Bank has supported such schools in the Gambia, Mauritania, Lesotho, Botswana, Niger, Senegal, Guinea,

Zaire, Mexico, Paraguay, Columbia and Brazil. SIDA has worked with multigrade schools in Zambia;

UNESCO in Asia.
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HI. Rationale for Multigrade Teaching

What is multigrade teaching?

Multigrade teaching is generally taken to be a set of techniques that allow a teacher to deliver effective

instruction to groups of pupils of various ages and capabilities. Miller (1989) identifies six areas essential for

effective multigrade instruction: (a) instructional delivery and grouping; (b) self-directed learning; (c) planning

and using peer tutoring; (d) classroom management and discipline; (e) classroom organization; and (f)

instructional organization and curriculum. For Schiefelbein (1990), multigrade teaching is an "unassembled

educational kit" used to improve the quality of basic education. Essential inputs are: a teacher prepared to act

as a "FACILITATOR" of learning rather than a *source" of knowledge, group work, peer tutoring, effective

teacher training, teacher resource centers, self-directed instructional textbooks and teachers' guides, learning

corners, classroom libraries, appropriate classroom furniture, activities designed to enhance the relationship

between the school and the community, a curriculum relevant to local needs and conditions, and modular

evaluation and flexible promotion.

From the above, we can see that

effective multigrade teaching involves much I T h ait 

more than simply grouping more than one .t .t U#b# .... .. . _
grade per teacher and classroom. Teacher Sieiro t e 

quality and instructional delivery methods .......... e.... _o .n......aw e

are at the core of multigrade teaching. This .* _ M : t R E

implies the need for a more rigorous o t

preparation by the teacher of the learning rte ohe-oy

process and a variety of different learning e r

inputs adapted to the different lening r_rl putl_, alia of a

modes: group, individual, peer-tutoring and tu_ .m

class work. Cntical inputs such as books,

learning materials, classroom facilities and

administrative support services help to support multigrade teachers.

A good multigrade primary school should be efficient as well as effective: children should move

through the basic curriculum as fast or faster than children in single grade schools, achieving competency m

reading, writing, and basic arithmetic. Most importantly, multigrade schools use an inquiry approach to

learning with realistic links to daily life. Children thus acquire a method for leamrning how to leam."
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Why multigrade schools?

Multigrade schools may be used (a) to provide a complete primary educational cycle, or to expand

access, in thinly populated rural areas; (b) to maintain educational services in small towns or villages with

declining student intakes; (c) to make efficient use of scarce inputs; and (d) to improve the effectiveness of

educational delivery. These factors are, of course, interrelated. Alternatives to multigrade schools include

biennial or triennial intakes,' consolidation of small schools, or setting up a system of satellite and nucleus

schools.

a. To providefull educational services, or to expand access, in thinly populated rural areas (see

Annex I): alternative delivery techniques, such as multigrade schools, radio learning centers

and mobile schools, can be used to make the last, most difficult, expansion in the coverage of

basic education services to the remotest or more disadvantaged sections of the population.

Innovative programs which provide educational services to difficult to reach populations are

thus a crucial part of the drive to attain universal primary education. This is particularly true

in countries where coverage may already be 90-95 %, but also in countries where a large share

of the population lives in areas which are thinly populated. Multigrade schools in remote rural

areas also help to create opportunities for girls by expanding available school spaces, and by

bringing schools closer to home.

In multigrade schools, one or two teachers may offer a full primary cycle in schools with one,

two or three classrooms. Enrollment in these schools usually varies between 10 to 100

(UNESCO, 1989). Such schools are found in such diverse environments as the rural areas of

the United States and France, the mountain areas Pakistan, Peru's Amazon basin, the Pacific

Islands, western China, rural Guinea and Zambia, and many of the Scandinavian countries.

b. To maintain educational services in small towns and villages with declining student intakes:

because of declining populations many small towns and villages (particularly in the

industrialized nations) no longer have a sufficient number of students to support single grade

schools. Yet the school remains an important part of the social and cultural life of the town.

Multigrade schools present an option to closing otherwise uneconomical single grade schools.

The incidence of such multigrade schools is rising in most European countries. A recent

survey of the Netherlands showed that 29 % of all classes in primary schools were mixed age

For instance, the FY 1989 Education Sector Restructuring Project in Mauritania proposes the use of
multigrade teaching in areas where class size is below 35. The project would enlarge single grade schools and
introduce multigrade teaching techniques so as to permit single grade schools to admit new pupils every year instead
of every sixth year as is now the case.
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classes (Veenman, et al, 1987). A similar survey in northwest England indicated that 66 % of

respondent schools had some kind of mixed age grouping (Bennett, et al., 1983).

c. To make efficient use of scarce inputs: multigrade classes may be used to maintain full

educational services in light of budgetary and manpower constraints. Many school districts in

the United States combine classrooms as a cost cutting measure. In countries where shortages

of teachers or classroom space exist, multigrade teaching techniques can help assure that

maximum use is made of these resources. For example, multigrade schools are being used in

Zambia to upgrade services in rural communities which are too small and impoverished to

provide self-help inputs needed for the construction and maintenance of complete schools. At

the same time, multigrade schooling provides an opportunity to reallocate teacher resources

from complete schools which can no longer attract sufficiently large numbers of students due

to out migration in some areas (Lungwangwa, 1989). Multigrade schools promote efficiency

by reducing repetition and dropout. In schools which have adopted modular curricula, there is

no repetition as such. Students move through the curriculum at their own pace; typically as

fast or faster than students in single grade classes. Slow leamers in a multigrade system do

not repeat entire grade levels, but only those aspects of the curriculum with which they have

difficulty. A student may, for instance, do remedial work in mathematics while moving ahead

in other subjects. Once he obtains a required level of competence in mathematics, he is fully

re-integrated into the next highest class level. In a single grade school such a student may be

forced to repeat an entire year's work.

d. To improve the effectiveness of educational delive?y: multigrade teaching techniques have been

used to improve the quality of education in both multigrade and single grade schools (see page

9). Ability grouping, peer tutoring, and self-directed learning are often used to address a

broad array of learning patterns, to create a conducive learning environment, and to increase

achievement in specific subject areas. For instance, Columbia's Escuela Nueva program was

successful in raising primary students' achievement in math and Spanish, as well as positively

affecting indicators of creativity, self-image, and socio-civic behavior (Rojas and Castillo,

1988). The program received wide publicity at the World Conference on Education for All in

Jomtien, Thailand, and is now being studied for replication in Guatemala, Costa Rica, and

Mexico. Multigrade teaching helped to improve achievement in mathematics and French in

Togo and Burkina Faso (Jarousse and Mingat, 1991). Immersion language schools have also

commonly use multigrade grouping and find it to be very beneficial.

In summary, a number of arguments have been presented in favor of multigrade schools. They are:

a. they are efficient means of providing basic education in thinly populated areas;

4



b. they are an efficient means of utilizing scarce educational inputs, such as trained teachers,

classrooms, and materials;

c. evidence suggests multigrade students can attain higher achievement levels, especially in math,

language and sciences;

d. maintaining rural schools is important in building village identity and cultural life;

e. multigrade schools can benefit girls by expanding available school spaces and by helping to

ensure that schools are located closer to home;2

f. students "learn to learnm and "learn to teach" through independent inquiry and peer tutoring;

g. individual students and teachers develop a strong relationship over time, which helps the

teacher assess the student and adopt appropriate teaching strategies;

h. students benefit from the unique multi-age and peer socialization patterns in multigrade classes;

and

i. the stigma associated with repetition is removed.

The principal arguments against multigrade schools are:

a. student achievement may fall if programs are not supported by the required resources and

teachers not properly trained;

b. demands on teachers' time and organizational capabilities are high; they need special training

and materials to perform their jobs effectively; and

c. students may receive less individual attention, and must often work independently.

Multigrade schools are not the only means of addressing problems of expanding services to rural areas,

maintaining schools in towns with declining populations, or managing scarce resources. Alternative policies

include biennial or triennial intakes, closing or consolidating small schools, or setting up a network of satellite

and nucleus schools.

Under a system of biennial intakes, students would be admitted once every second year. A six grade

school would therefore have Grades 1, 3, and 5 one year; and two, four and six the next year. The school

would always have three classes. For example, Table 1 shows the system of a biennial, six grade primary

school. Each (+) indicates that the school has a class; each (-) indicates that the school has no class (Bray,

1987):

2 Distance from school has been identified as a major factor in female enrollment. Evidence suggests that
locating schools within walking distance of home helps to increase enrollment and retention of girls by addressing
cultural concerns of parents and by lowering opportunity costs (King, 1990).
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Table 1: Intake Patterns in a Biennial School

Year Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

1990 + - + +

1991 - + + +

1992 + + +

1993 - + + +

1994 + - + +

1995 - + + +

A school with triennial intake system would operate in a similar fashion, but with intakes into Grade 1

only once every three years. It would have a maximum of two classes. Biennial and triennial systems pose

certain added complications for teachers: they must deal with children of different ages and abilities in the

classroom as well as change from one work program to another each year.

A second alternative to multigrade schools is to consolidate small schools into larger units. This

would mean the closing of some small village schools. A Bank education project in the Gambia supports the

consolidation of schools in rural areas where there has been uncontrolled development of primary schools,

resulting in low average class sizes. The schools are being consolidated into larger units so that class sizes

increase and teachers are used more efficiently. School closings are, however, often done at a considerable

political cost. Closings also damage the social and cultural life of a village when not done with sufficient

consensus.

A third alternative is to create a system of satellite and nucleus schools. This represents somewhat of a

compromise with full scale multigrade schools. Individual villages or towns may retain either an incomplete

grade school or a limited multigrade school for lower levels, say Grades 1-3; while older students, say Grades

4-6, attend a single grade school designed to serve the region as a whole. This central school should contain a

good library and an extra meeting room where students can be brought for social and academic functions. Such

a room is also useful for teachers meetings (see Chart 1).

Important factors to keep in mind in determining the location of the schools in a nuclearization program

are the geographic and demographic make up of the area, the desire to keep parents actively involved in the

school, and the opportunity costs of sending students long distances to school. Planning for such a system is

thus probably best accomplished at the local level, where detailed local information is available. Plans may be

submitted to a higher authority for approval. Cruchet (1989) suggests that the distance to the central school not

exceed four kilometers.

6



There are some hidden costs in this system which should be noted. First, there is an opportunity cost

of sending children long distances to attend upper primary school classes, particularly if parents rely on these

children for household help or labor. Second, the system makes it difficult for a village to have a "complete'

school; and incomplete schools are a disincentive for parents to send their children to school. Third, a heavy

burden is placed on the administrative network.

Honduras and Paraguay initiated educational nuclearization systems, in which rural schools are being

organized into clusters of satellite schools with less than six grades, which receive management and support

services form a central school with all six grades. Small satellite schools were expected to use multigrade

teaching. The programs were designed as an alternative to building a complete six grade school in each village.

Evaluation of the nuclearization program in Paraguay revealed several unexpected implementation

problems. The system overburdened nuclei directors, who in addition to serving as principals of the central

schools, were to fulfill pedagogical and administrative functions throughout the system. However, they lacked

the human and physical resources to manage the system effectively. Evaluators concluded that the costs of

providing resources to make the nuclearization management function properly would be very high.

Chart 1: Nuclear and Satellite School System

Village 1 Village 2

32 1 1 2 3

Village 5

library I 1 2 3 4 | 5 6 | meeting room|

Village 3 - - Village 4

l ll 2 ] 3 1 2 1 3I

Multigrade schooling appears to offer opportunities for greater political, social and economic efficiency

in the delivery of educational services to rural areas. It avoids the political and social costs of school closure or

consolidation, as well as the administrative costs of setting up networks of satellite and nuclear schools.

7



Moreover, access to a complete multigrade school ....... ...... .....1

located a short distance from home is an incentive stody.o m. s in T as

for parents to enroll their children in school. ..... n

.... t- .of largescs ss s ie were more moderate F the

he potentia for cost savings of .e.gogcal .uvd...

implementing a multigrade program will have toe c .t s eeiXneveleta ie oft -sc to mi im

calculated for each particular country or region. The argiaeits hol eve whnacutn o nrae

costs of implementing aprogram will, of course, cmuftgfd sools-e. m c ssCe -. sh

vary by the existing level of materials and ( Jar11 a. a-d Min -t, 199

infrastructure development and by level of local - - --gg g -g-g------ -

expertise. Annex II lists several items to consider

wvhen costing multigrade programs. Note that many of the costs are associated with any school improvement

program. At the same time, multigrade schools offer many opportunities for cost savings.

Among the most obvious costs of setting up

Costaof Iplemetin ItheEcu Nuvar Pogram s

a multigrade classroom are: furnishing and e uipp ng

the classroom, and providing self-learning materials Uncste In th .uie ne~upott a-- 5~0% hih.than.: unit cos.t in trditonl -schoos Higher .osts.a.re.
and textbooks. Gains can be expected in terms of mitnly. ttrsbut to i*.cresied pniture on tetok n

aterias Wd -teachr trinind
increase efficiency of the system resuting from Koevr repet- -in' in -sul rsev scoos is - ,7 

lower repetition and dropout, and more efficient use -er ntage -poins lowerta ntaiinlshos n
,,whit.Se 'drocpou in fi-rst.i,grade -i-s .Islightly higher in .escue.fla

of huma and capitl resources It would not be nuv rpu n§ae - > nteaeae76 on

unusua for expenditures in a multigrade school to owrteintdtoalshols.The reslt are alt the

result in higher costs per student but lower costs per chideattending ousOt*a miv chcla're gnral at

graduate, thus resulting a cost-eicient option. The ' tradi.t.... . ..... ..

approach becomes cost-effecaive when it results in 'Tea.hing-:r""thodus in esullv hav asresle

increased achievement. ar'id acia civic behior.

"The'se 'fa't' ,tombn .,' .a¢, the escel ''e oe
Student ac ievement ar aoswtieffeao*ivoetion 'for.provisi.on. ' , of euc .e.v.ces in

... ¢qi b ,..,.............

Multigrade schools are an eficient means of ' E-0 -f 1

providing educational services to difficult to reach

populations. Evidence shows that they can also be an effective means of delivering services. Perceptions of

multigrade schooling in developed and developing countries, however, often differ. The developed country
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view tends to be positive: throughout the twentieth century multigrade schools have been regarded as an

effective means of providing quality educational services to rural areas of Europe and North America.

Multigrade teaching techniques are powerful pedagogical tools which promote independent learning; mixed age

classes promote good socialization patterns.

With some exceptions, the developing country view of multigrade schools tends to be negative. They

are seen as a second class solution, made necessary by resource constraints and adverse demographic conditions.

They are seen as a temporary solution, a intermediate point on the route to a 'full' primary school offering all

grades in individual groups, each with its own room and teacher. Through force of circumstances, many

developing countries have adopted the organizational pattern, timetable, and student groupings used in

multigrade schools, but do not practice the modified pedagogical techniques needed for successful multigrade

schooling. Rather, they assume that a teacher familiar with instructing a single grade class group can function

successfully without additional training in the pedagogical aspects which are essential for effective multigrade

instruction -- self-directed learning, peer tutoring, careful lesson planning, variation in methods of instructional

delivery, and appropriate texts. In doing so, they create "quasi' multigrade schools with limited chances of

success.

Studies have shown that students can benefit from multigrade programs when they are properly

implemented. Such programs offer unique opportunities for increased achievement and improved socialization

patterns. More importantly, multigrade teaching techniques foster skills in self-learning which benefit the

student throughout his or her life. Multigrade programs, however, require special efforts to implement.

Teachers must possess an array of pedagogical techniques, be well trained and conscientious. They must have a

minimum package of teaching and learning materials at their disposal, and be supported at the regional and

national levels. Schools which fail in these respects have diminished chances of success.

Studies conducted in North America and Europe to assess the effect of multigrade instruction on student

achievement generally show no significant differences between students in multigrade and single grade classes

(Veeman, 1987; Noonan and Hallak, 1987). Multigrade students in Britain, Germany, the Netherlands,

Switzerland and the United States perform as well as their single grade counterparts in all major subject areas.

Studies from the developing world show generally positive, but mixed results from multigrade

programs. Togolese and Burkinabe multigrade students performed substantially better than single grade

students. This was attributed to the effects of peer tutoring, independent work, and the variety of presentation

methods typically found in multigrade classrooms. Multigrade classes forced teachers and students to use

alternative teaching and learning approaches, breaking the tradition of rote memorization and repetition which

often characterizes learning in developing countries. In fact, the beneficial effects of multigrade teaching

techniques even outweighed the negative effects of larger class size found in Togolese and Burkinabe multigrade

schools (Jarousse and Mingat, 1991). Harbison (1988) also reports positive results from multigrade experiments

in northeast Brazil. He emphasizes the positive effects of peer tutoring and of repetition of material, especially
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in schools where inputs are scarce, and students are

often absent due to ilness and the need to work at tyf e e n o re that the

a .ev.ementWscorhome. . s...a.ae.ae.f.72..ins,.on..linu o m e . t; * v t p --- 0 t tit - . .......................................................... c... .. ....... .....

Experiments with the unitary school in Latin Mfro :.multitradeitaching wee found to eveln Wutweigh the.
negetiwe ffets of i-aXrger class siz tyicallye ass iatdit

America in the 1970s yielded positive results. They ... .sh. . atss ttribt 
in ahievmentto toJfctors.which form :an itga ato

led to the development of the successful quality goid .. ;.- te rt in.d n

enhancing programs such as Escuela Nueva in n teirym ethods.

Columbia, and helped to dramatically inicrease access -- an - i gi i.

to primary education in rural areas. The program A.. .cen.. st..y of . fe. tea... . .p.-ct..e. ..P...

offers solid evidence that multigrade schools can fo n -shat u ti 
... tower on achiewement tests than thir counterparts in.

work well: students enrolled in Escuela Nueva - ga o.Tch i"h hewJ i W"'o em

schools attained higher achievement levels than ..wt... m.t .e t.- i eIg.
- , , ....... ~. ............ . .. - ..... - . .-E. ..... .-....... . Ei.- i..................................... .

students in comparable single grade schools in math ....... es l .nd .. he.uli... Th.y

and Spanish, and demonstrated higher levels of self- ~ eidhaiyo oiM.morzati_n an l1ur. 0

esteem and better social-civic behavior patterns Ache w wth n ge the othes ade. Th
teault we hat irneOd akWasrdc, tdachers beme.

(Rojas and Castillo, 1988). The participatory fru st a stdt a fell.

atmosphere in the schools was particularly helpful in . .. 985

improving girls' self-esteem (Colbert, 1991). i

Escuela Nueva was most successful where teachers

were committed, parents were involved iin the educational process, and sufficient resources were available.

Non-graded schools in India were successful in decreasing dropout rates and increasing achievement

(Chickermane, 1981). And limited experiments with multigrade schools in Zambia were reported to be partially

successful, especially as measured in terms improving student progression from grades four to five.

(Lungwangwa, 1989). Indeed, the most important achievement of the multigrade experiment in Zambia was the

provision of a full primary school cycle in previously underserved communities.

In contrast to the cases presented above, multigrade students in Pakistan performed 30 % worse on

achievement tests than their single grade counterparts. Multigrade teachers there, however, adopted few

effective teaching practices generally associated successful schools in Pakistan and with multigrade schools

elsewhere (Rugh, 1989). Likewise, multigrade schools in Mexico generally showed higher rates of repetition

and dropout. The least efficient of all were schools in which materials and facilities were lacking and teachers

were poorly trained. One lesson that may be drawn from these cases is that it is difficult to implement an

effective multigrade program without trained teachers and sufficient material inputs.

Although somewhat scanty, the evidence emerging from the developed and developing worlds leads to

the conclusion that multigrade schools are just as effective as single grade schools in educating students. In
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some cases, students have attained higher levels of achievement in academic subjects as well as in social-civic

indicators than their single grade counterparts. Peer tutoring, repetition, self-learning, and improved

opportunities for socialization are important ingredients for success. More importantly, students in multigrade

classes "learn to learn."

One may conclude that when programs are correctly implemented, students may attain higher

achievement levels and improved social skills. But students in multigrade schools which fail to adopt effective

pedagogical techniques tend not to perform as well as their counterparts in single grade schools. The lesson to

be drawn from this is that in order for a multigrade school to work well teachers must master and use effective

teaching practices, be supported through training programs, and have appropriate texts and materials at their

disposal.
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m. Effective Teaching Practices: The Process

Effective teaching practices form the core of multigrade programs. This section presents a review of

such practices; the sections that follow review the consequences for the classroom, regional and national levels.

Many of the topics covered in this section are in fact relevant for both single grade and multigrade schools.

What must be stressed, however, is that learning in multigrade schools will be handicapped unless these

techniques are used.

International research has identified the following as effective teaching practices: careful lesson

preparation, peer tutoring, self-directed learning, creation of a conducive learning environment, and frequent

assessment and feedback. Of course, effective practices may vary by culture, subject matter being taught,

classroom conditions and teacher personality. Effective teachers are likely to use a variety of delivery

approaches because such practices are syvnergistic. I

As for managing the classroom, there are two options available to the multigrade teacher. Choice will

depend most importantly on available learning materials, but also on teacher ability and cultural acceptability.

The first approach stresses the role of the teacher as a "leader' of the learning process. Emphasis is put on

lesson preparation and delivery, scheduling, and directed learning. This approach puts high demands on

teachers' time and organizational abilities.

The second approach establishes the student as 'leader' of the learning process. In this system, the

student moves through a set of self-learning materials at his/her own pace, assisted by the teacher and peer

tutors. The teacher's responsibility is to create a conducive leaniing environment, construct effective student

learning groups, promote peer tutoring, and provide special guidance and directed lessons where necessary.

Lesson preparation

Teaching more than one grade level at a time can be a demanding and challenging task. The teacher

must see to it that each grade covers its required syllabus, that actual time spent learning (time on task) is

maximized, and that material is presented in a logical, sequenced and effective fashion. Teachers must

effectively distribute their time between groups and teaching methods. Good lesson preparation/planning is

therefore even more essential than for single grade teachers. It helps ensure that the message is clear, delivery

is efficient and effective, a variety of teaching techniques are employed, and the best available materials are

used. Many of the challenges posed by multigrade teaching can be met by: (a) attention to rational

organization, (b) a constant rigor in carrying out activities, (c) strict time management, and (d) absolute respect

for the syllabus/curriculum (Cruchet, 1989). Teachers establish themselves as MANAGERS of the learning

process by developing and using lesson plans.
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In a well run multigrade class, groups of students will be engaged in various learning activities

throughout the day. Apart from scheduled breaks and transition periods, there should be very little "down

time." This means that the teacher will have to employ a variety of delivery methods, in a systematic, logical

sequence. One such sequence includes review, preliminary statements which focus student attention,

presentation of new materials, guided practice, independent practice, and adding practice with homework (Rugh,

1989). Effective teachers tend to use a more complete set of these behaviors than less effective teachers. Use

of a single approach or practice, no matter how constructive in itself, does not appear to be as useful as

introducing a package which contains as many of the key elements as possible (Rugh, 1989).

The need for careful planning cannot be overemphasized. Attention needs to be paid to allocating

sufficient time to achieve objectives set forth in the curriculum, to dividing teacher time among student groups,

and to maximizing student time on task through lesson coordination and variety in delivery methods. The

following diagram may help one appreciate the demands placed on multigrade teachers. It may be useful for

teachers to use such diagrams to help plan their schedules (Cruchet, 1989):

Activities Plan

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3
Time

15 min Common activities with three sections (singing, news, health)

~~ _ Group presenaton (english)

Self-study/application. 
45 min of concepts learned Practice exercises More presentation

in homework s.(english)

Review and checking Exercises/review

New lesson (math)_ Written exercises Research activity
X ~~~~~~~~~in learning corner

45 min
Related exercises Checking/new lesson Exercises/checking

-"math)X

15 min Synthesis/introduce new common activity (gardening)

X - position of teacher
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Teachers should ask themselves the following questions when preparing their timetables (Collingwood):

a. Do they give enough time to language and mathematics?

b. Is the balance of work between class groups correct?

c. Are the lessons too long, too short, or just right (think of the age and maturity of the

children)?

d. Are all the necessary subjects properly covered?

Multigrade teaching forces teachers to vary their delivery methods. Teachers must address multi-level

groups and sub-groups, provide individual instruction, and remedial tasks. They must also be able to organize

students for self-instruction (see page 20). The need to vary delivery techniques forces teachers away from an

over reliance on rote methods. Choice of delivery technique will depend on the subject matter being taught, and

the personality of the individual teacher and class. Among the various techniques:

a. Subject staggering option - subjects which require more teacher-pupil interaction are grouped

with subjects requiring less. For example, the teacher works intensively with one grade on

math, while another grade does creative arts. Different activities are assigned to different

grades.

b. Subject grouping option - subjects which easily lend themselves to vertical integration are

presented by the teacher to all grades at the same time, e.g. music, art, drama, social studies,

environmental studies, religious education and physical education.
0

C. Common timetable option - the same subject is presented to all grades in a given timetable

period. The subject is presented to each group according to the prescribed grade level and the

work program designed by the teacher. Length and difficulty of work assigned are a function

of age and level of the students. Such arrangements are conducive to teaching same ability

groups subjects such as language (reading, writing, spelling) and mathematics. Older students

may be assigned relatively more independent work, allowing the teacher to spend more time

teaching younger students when a new concept is being introduced.

d. Integrated day option - this is a non-timetable approach. The pupil is considered to be an

independent leamner who is at liberty to make a choice as to what subject to study and when.

The option was used in a number of experimental programs in the 1960s and 1970s. The

approach is very difficult to implement in large classes because it demands a lot of individual

student-pupil interaction.

To produce an effective multigrade teacher is a matter of national teacher training policy, which will be

discussed in the section titled 'Consequences for National Policy."
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Self-directed learning

Students in a multigrade class must learn to work independently part of the time. Assigning

independent work to a subgroup allows teachers to work individually with pupils or with another subgroup. It

also helps students to develop skills for "learning how to learn" which will be valuable throughout their lives.

To be productive on their own, students must have access to materials; e.g. self-teaching guides, exercises

prepared by the teacher, and a library. The materials should allow students to conduct research or proceed

through self-correcting exercises with minimal guidance from a teacher.

Peer tutoring
. Peer Tutorino.,

. -... ... :. : .-... . . , - -. ,. . ,- .. .- -.-.-. .

.Acc'd 'to'W bllr:. 1989),:pveer .tnori d'Acov_ng'.-need: .. -n'ot '.e:.Having students serve as teachers within and - d l
p.lAInntedi but is.part of a good teacher's arsenal,of-methods

across grade levels can be a very effective tool for Wt elp.s:tude'nts,' suc'essful Iutiof e' h '
,:.lea,rned through experie nce .to capitize n the- capa bilitiees"

learning, and is an essential part of multigrade Of tfibir tu,dents thelp- on another. :Mir ofeS ev
-: ps'.le' .e i.ncidental peet tutorln .t dri -eaeh .other. 

teaching. Peer tutoring may occur in an incidental n ma.th, -ael, n", etc.;'f2) hel th nts:d a
Atat the.ttor possess.es (1) bId: se!este'em of .th tutor'

and casual fashion, or in a structured setting. (4) eer roeling , - n 'kil' -uch s " 'aP.e,

Research on incidental peer tutoring in the 'eft.;(6 ask a'st en to n p cone t n i
lngtage';(B)l~1 stude nt' (O'r::rp echahptrn

multigrade context is non-existent, but research on saci ,,st'ui s; ' hep' ch other 'withstudyslls ad.'
researching. .. :- --. ::-:.:- -.

structured tutoring programs is abundant and
He' offersthe fictitious stud'entnamed Joe asan:e:xample:

overwhelmingly positive. It appears to be most raghshIs Joe fftst subject'of th day Th 'lass has been
..asiged to learn the definitio,n ofa noun ' nd write . 0

effective under the following conditions: eres. J confuse nouns an verbs,so Amy h, been

a. where it is implemented in a as 'n'go :outside with Joe 'nd gather. 10 hings thataare, .,unr -She.sto demonstrate, afor.exmpe e
structured program; canot pck upaump" or a p a:-run, b.ut that rock a-nd

sticks areoobects.and therefore, nouns. Next is.math. Joe
b. when it is of shorter (0-4 weeks) striurling wtth e aiion.He ard Bob are.oing'to '

'a quiet corner with'a oon'tainer-of bottle capso Usin'g- these''
duration. When tutoring continues -con,crt.eobec, Bb:will damontrete 'sil aiti'n- o

,oe, then g assit Joe in working 'his own preblems. .'The next -
beyond four weeks, there is a oppotunity' or'pe'e tutoiring for Joe t:P:.E., bu'twith'the

roles reve.rse. A young student is:hav;ig difficultyV ding,-
dim; proper- pusups, an. exercise, Joe is very good at, Joe is

c. where lower level skills are being asked to 'dem,onsta'8t pro pusup, tn offer s' i
Phelplngthe younger:students. Joe's.se(fGesteem is really:

taught and tested; and osted by bin:the ,teacherand. htakes' ... 5 ry
.seriously.- Diiring Sp5llintg,' the.cla'ss te divid'ed into pairs. for. 

d. in math, followed by reading - .-an: ividualized 'elling pr'ogram. -oe quizes his pa ner'
'cnhIsS.word list :.The"'words are''hecked or spe-lling errors:

(Miller, 1989). thn the roles r revesed.

Peer tutoring benefits both tutors and -_ - _i--

learners, and serves as a powerful tool for extending

the influence of the teacher in the classroom. Tutoring programs help to re-enforce and encourage a deeper

understanding of subject matter, to create positive attitudes toward subjects, and to foster a productive learning
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environment. Structured tutoring progrms may be

looked at as a logical extension of the naturl process E S EaE

by which students already lean from one another. Some en oe st.de. t o-s c

Unfortunately, many teachers still equivocate student ; i It Th dffr t- orf a b Q

collaboration with cheating, but it is a valuable th fm 

pedagogical tool which should be viewed in a more those at.do ot unersadly e t

positive sense. Peer tutoring enriches the aafdng t',,, '' d -' ' ' ' '; '"' te

educational experience for fast learners while tatr end w

providing slower learners with the extra attention and w ks

resources to help them succeed. -'gr- "' "'-''does otfunction ' t s mor 
describe a" acolctio ofid'ividal Testetsak

Peer evaluation can be a useful jumping off Wmlsoo, Sm e ate4nd ive

point for peer tutoring. According to this technique, poi gg leab u,, ,. -h, o n

students are paired and asked to correct one asked .t. t t
whole, ~ ~ ~ :M tha tdnaoem ifclyi appying their.

another's assignments or examinations. The a" .trel o ............ .-.et have a l r,s
-.-. ra,t---~~~~ .o.tjer.xam.j.... . .... .j-. ... ..-g-- 

correcting student reviews the work with the other . . . .. .. ....

student, pointing out errors and discussing answers.

Creation of a conducive learning environment

Creation of an environment conducive to learning is crucial for multigrade schools. Detailed definition

of such an environment will of course vary by culture, but for the purpose of this paper it can generally taken to

be one in which learning can proceed witfhout distractions and interruptions. Classroom discipline should not

pose special problems in multigrade classes provided that students know the rules and know what is expected of

them. Careful scheduling to keep students occupied, and development of a 'routine" so that students know what

to expect and when will help to create an orderly classroom environment. Responsibility for the learning

environment is therefore on the teacher and is mainly solved through detailed lesson preparation, materials and

curricula organization. Where the teacher has well prepared lessons which are tailored to the students'

capacities, few discipline problems will result. Keeping students meaningfully occupied takes quite a bit of

teacher imagination in designing activities and exercises, especially when materials are in short supply.

Frequent assessment and feedback

A conscious effort must be made to ensure that students receive adequate assessment and feedback on a

regular basis, particularly in large classes where the teacher is a scarce resource. Students in such classes are
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easily isolated without constant feedback. Given the
..Cultural -tensions -of Learn'ng Ca ssroo' Ern me

large percentage of self-learning in multigrade Around.the Word

classes, teachers should be especially diligent about .n f.v t.
,1 Paksswrak,a n-i efectiva.ea ilng SnVirbronmen !s -9WentOIy

checking for "mastery' of work completed, before taken to be one in which students are quiet, attentive, and
...bs.orbing 'what'the :teacher saying. In'a multigrade class'

the pupil proceeds to the next module. Hence, the swtd ann whorenot being adtdressd ore expicted to sit
quietly and respecfulaste awa teirtuttrn wit the.

importance of regular assessment. Student progress .teache.

may be recorded on a wall chart or in a record book Jn Sierro i s on tu t bein et

managed by students themselves. This allows dress e. 'u tipped with the irnb 'o sl ng
-n unison They.asy be- singingP together, ot.recitSng

students to see their own progress and teachers to multiplicetiontablet s together.c Participationin olass activities:
Xi hgh, ut, stric6tly 0ontrolle 'by the teecher,

direct remedial work.
;n Comia,egroups of stuidents ina 8-Si ngle classroom may.

To summarize, effective teaching practices each be tuSuing sepaat acivities. $tudents should b
focused on' 'their tasks, unaffeted by othergroups workor-

for multigrade classes require teachers to redefine th:teacher- m-vemen about"th e.lassroom. -.

their role. Multigrade teachers act as MANAGERS Jn8w a#,:'stud,del.: m,ay al be' speak nga -once, .- teading

of the learing process and as RESOURCE alou asing tios, offerin nses, t may s'em
confusng to :the'casual observer but not to the students

PEOPLE. Teachers should therefore have a sound -who enjt eani rh on ' n li ive nd t k'

grasp of core subject matter and then be able to

direct the student or group on how to find answers. They must be familiar with the school or class library and

how to use it; be able to take advantage of other resources within the school or community; and be possess an

array of teaching and learning approaches.

Effective multigrade teaching practices are applicable in single grade classes as well. For example,

countries which advocate automatic promotion from first grade may use multigrade techniques to work with

second grade students that would have otherwise been held back in the first grade. The idea would be to create

a temporary remedial group which would work more or less independently of the main group. Once the

remedial group has achieved mastery, it is reintegrated into the main group. Self-instruction and peer tutoring

are also useful in the single grade classroom where students display a range of learning abilities, styles and

pace. Of course, careful lesson planning is useful for any class arrangement.
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IV. Consequences for the Immediate Enviromnent: the Claroom

Given the process of multigrade teaching, we now tun to the consequences that such a process has for

the immediate learming environment: the classroom. This section examines some of the particular classroom

and school level issues that pertain to multigrade schools.

A teacher who has a variety of leaming materials at his or her disposal, and who can differentiate

ability groups and guide students in finding answers to their questions acts as a FACILITATOR of the learing

process. Teachers must have multiple sources of knowledge at their disposal to run mixed ability programs - a

diverse library, adapted learning materials, and possibly a radio. The layout of the classroom should be

conducive to teaching several groups. Sufficient space to allow separation of groups, mobile furniture, and

blackboards on opposite walls will help to achieve this task.

There are many general guidelines but few firm answers on how multigrade classrooms are best

organized. The important thing to keep in mind is to provide sufficient space and materials to allow for group

work, teacher movement, maintenance of an orderly environment. Answers to questions such as what is the

optimal combination of grades, the number of grades per class group, children per classroom, or space per child

are likely to vary by culture, teacher ability, and available resources.

The classroom/school library
bbr es. in:.,,Coio. a................... .N... ..... 

Availability of adapted teaching materials is ..a..

of even more importance in a multigrade school than i- dPs. tetoke. -- f -

a single grade school (Cruchet, 1989). Multigrade l opm t.PR s o 
'--Brnii etW*ter.the librar icasnaifr rvlWetv

classes must have access to a small library which .e.ar'ning nd lear ni t la t h dra to
- genize the3tr librarvr A librr cowiite Xf tQ s'i~oicontains enrichment and remedial materials. This f - ;s . . . . . I.. in te books I.e b .

allows the teacher to run a mixed ability program - re .t.. .oanie.ro o th hoo

breaking children down into ability groups and .arti.patn .of t. c mm

directing them in a self-learning process. With .....ea o nn d

appropriate books and materials, the teacher may etkse ile. -b

direct one group of children to work independently, ehsn tu u

while providing more intensive instruction to another - l

group. as ...xts ..cquired from th...ri.ate.sector.t91
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Learning materials

The complicated task of teaching multigrade classes is facilitated by good learning materials: self-

directing books and exercises. These materials are crucial for the success of multigrade classes. Textbook

development and supply is normally dealt with at the national level (see page 29). Simple duplicating

technologies will help the teacher prepare self-learning materials. This need not be an expensive mimeograph

machine, as the number of required copies is normally quite low. Photocopies, or in remote areas without

electricity, simple alcohol "ditto' sheets serve equally well. Most classroom needs can be met with such simple

technologies (see Annex III). The corollary here is the need for a regular adequate supply of consumable

materials, such as paper and ink.

Radio instruction

A radio could become a valuable source of learning where educational broadcasts are available,

although distance learing techmiques and their delivery are beyond the scope of this paper. Radio has been

used in Nicaragua to teach mathematics, and in Kenya, Jamaica, Botswana and Ethiopia to reach pupils as well

as to help train teachers.

Layout of the classroom

There are many ways by which layout of the classroom can facilitate multigrade teaching. Leaming

corners facilitate multigrade teaching by providing semi-private spaces for groups of students to work. For

instance, one comer may be set aside for geography or science lessons, another for reading and yet another for

"practical' type activities (cutting/pasting, coloring, modelling, simple experiments, etc.). Each corner would

contain a range of materials designed to accommodate several grade levels.

Blackboards on opposite walls permit the teacher flexibility in arranging and moving about the

classroom. They also permit the teacher to designate a particular blackboard or display area for a particular

sub-group. Flexible furniture, tables and chairs or small benches, or desks of a standard size which may be put

together to form a larger working space will facilitate group learning. The more mobile the fumiture is, the

more flexibility the teacher will have in arranging it to suit particular needs.

Of course, classrooms should also be equipped with display boards, shelves and/or lockable storage

cabinets for books. Consideration should also be given to lighting and ventilation in multigrade classes to

attempt, as much as possible, to avoid seating students in direct sunlight or in inadequately lighted areas.

In a multigrade class, it is necessary to ensure a generous surface area per pupil to allow separation of

sections, creation of "activity or learning" corners, and easy circulation for the teacher and students. Cruchet
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(1989) suggests that planners count on an average of 1.2 to 1.4 square meters per student. Others suggest 1.5

square meters per student.

Characteristics of the class group

Students may be grouped in a number of ways for the purpose of learning (Collingwood):

a. Same ability group: students are grouped in advanced, average, and low ability groups across

the age range. This permits students to work together at more or less the same pace, to be

given the same learning materials and the same tasks. It is particularly useful in subjects such

as mathematics and language.

b. Mixed ability group: the group consists of students with a range of ages and abilities,

representing a variety of skills and strengths. Such groups are particularly useful for project

work, where the teacher involves students in a theme which cuts across many subject barriers.

Mixed ability groups often benefit less able, less confident children by giving them the

opportunity to participate based on their own particular strengths.

C. Same age/year group: students are grouped by age or class year, e.g. class one and two.

Such a grouping makes it easy to work with the graded textbooks, normally the only ones

available in developing countries. But it presents problems for the teachers because they are

faced with a range of abilities within each group.

d. Social group: grouping is based on the compatibility of children. Such a group promotes a

non-competitive, harmoniouis learning environment useful for building self-confidence in

weaker students.

Children gain from changing groups from time to time. Good multigrade teachers will use a variety of

groups and methods to meet children's needs. Thus both method (see page 14) and grouping will vary by

subject area, student ability and teacher talent.

Classes may therefore be made up of any combination of grades e.g. 1,2,3 and 4,5,6; 1,3,5 and 2,4,6;

1,4 and 2,5 and 3,6; or 1,2 and 3,4 and 5,6. Most staff find it easier to teach consecutive grades, because the

range of ages and abilities is smaller, providing more opportunity for combined activities. This is the most

common arrangement. There may, however, be reasons for using other grade combinations:

a. to form classes of roughly equal size;

b. to keep some pupils together for several years;

c. to place well behaved pupils together, so that another group less well behaved pupils can be

supervised more easily;

d. to maintain student-teacher relationships over several consecutive years; or
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e. to group grades which need more teacher attention (especially grade one, but also the final

grade in countries where students sit end-of-cycle examinations) with grades which can work

more independently.

Headmasters have to decide how to best combine their classes to make the most efficient use of the

teachers available. They must take into account total numbers, trends in future enrollments, level of training

and competence of individual teachers. Regional education officers should be prepared to offer guidance in this

area.

The number of grades per class group will depend on factors such as available resources and actual

enrollment in each grade. A general rule is that multigrade teaching should be used to the extent that a school

is incomplete. That is, if the goal is to provide the full primary education cycle of reasonable quality, and

availability of trained teachers is one of the chief constraints (because there is a shortage, because of the

government's inability to pay teacher salaries, or simply because the number of children living within a

reasonable walking distance from the school is too low to warrant a full-fledged primary school), then all efforts

have to be made to ensure that teachers are used efficiently. Providing teachers with the skills to teach

multigrade classes is an effective means of attaining the goal. Two or three teachers may be able to provide a

small primary school with a full six grade curriculum. It is difficult for a single teacher to handle more than

two or three grades unless the method of biennial (or even triennial) intake is combined with multigrade

teaching.

The size of the class group depends on cultural conditions, resource availability and teacher talent.

Again, in a limited resource situation, some trade off must be made between quality and the drive for universal

education. Cruchet (1989) suggests class size should be between 40 and 60 students. Other experts say 30-40

is the maximum possible with four grade levels. Research in Togo and Burkina Faso, however, points out that

the negative effects of larger class size are moderated in the multigrade classroom (Jarousse and Mingat, 1991).

This leads to the conclusion that multigrade teaching techniques make it possible to maintain quality while

increasing average class size. In short, there is no conclusive evidence on the subject of ideal class size. An

administrative rule of thumb that has evolved in France is that if N is the number of students in an effective

single grade class, N x 4/5 is suitable for a two grade class, and N x 3/4 for a three grade class.
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V. Consequences for Local/Regional Level AdminisEtration and Support

Even well trained and motivated teachers with a wealth of multigrade teaching experience and a well

furnished and equipped classroom will require support in administration and pedagogy. Pedagogical advisors

should be able to help the teacher develop a repertoire of instructional methods and materials. While important

for all teachers, pedagogical support is especially important for those teaching in multigrade schools because

many such schools are located in remote or isolated areas, which brings about the danger of teacher isolation

and contributes to outdated and old fashioned delivery methods and content. To counteract such tendencies,

teachers in isolated areas should have a central meeting place where they can exchange ideas and experiences,

collect resources, and maintain professional contacts. District supervisors or inspectors have regulatory role to

fulfill in ensuring the smooth functioning of the school, but should not neglect their pedagogical support duties.

Rural schools must be supported through an effective administrative network which ensures that books and

supplies are delivered and teachers salaries are paid. These goals are probably best achieved through a

decentralized school system. Communities are also an important source of support for rural schools; school-

community relations therefore form the final issue to be examined in this section.

Pedagogical support

Pedagogical advisors at the regional level Teacher

are supposed to serve as resource people for JThe Caadian .'Oan for - evelop th uhr,
eEducation--(iCODE) n Lsupports the -development:RX of as

teachers, providing individual guidance and training pr fessiOa journ feahr in, -i journ ti ted
- :Contact -B,uletn - gogvique, i5 designed ot sersve a:

in instructional methods and introducing new -mens of disseminatng currentl"sties in educa ion ce ate
"-sense of teacher pro'feasioam And :Wto onbat isolation

teaching materials. Training for pedagogical of rra acrs. T arter
i-.ba.sis -n onfains gener news of the educaion sector,

advisors in multigrade techniques is essntial for readings in peagog t a ficial ic

implementing programs. For example, the work of ....

dedicated, mid-level staff was considered a key

element in the success of multigrade schools in Colombia. Advisors must have access to transportation in order

to visit schools in their districts regularly. Annex IV presents a sample format for a pedagogical workshop

designed to train both teachers and supervisors.

Regional education officers should consider development of regional resource centers which would

serve as a place for multigrade teachers to meet, interact, and share experiences. Such a center would help to

combat the inherent professional isolation of multigrade schools in rural areas, where opportunities for social

and professional growth may be limited. Resource centers could be created in a centrally located school. A

newsletter or radio program can often be used to create a sense of belonging in the education community.
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Supervision

In many school districts, the roles of administrative supervisor and pedagogical advisor are played by

the same person, such a-s the district school inspector. These are, however, two distinct responsibilities with an

inherent conflict. Tle supervisor/inspector is often traiimed -more in administration and inspection, but hardly at

all in pedagogical support. Hence, his administrative role tends to dominate his advisory role. Supervisors are

important in helping to ensure that student and teacher atteDdance criteria are satisfied and that physical,

financial and administrative standards are met; this is true for multigrade schools as well. But the supervisor!

inspector should be careful not loose track of his role as pedagogical advisor and resource person.3

Administrative support

Rural schools districts are frequently plagued with problems of adniinistrative support. As most

multigrade schools are in sparsely populated rural areas, mnultigrade teachers are on average affected more

severely by lack of such support than other teachers. Teachers must take off days each month to collect their

paychecks; books and materials are often not delivered to far flung schools (or at best, not delivered on time);

schools fall into disrepair because maintenance crews do not reach them. The burden of these tasks should not

be allowed to fall on the teacher; hence there are managerial and administrative consequences for the local

education offices. Development of a system of rural schools must be accompanied by a parallel development of

the administrative network needed to support them.

Decentralization

A decentralized educational system lends itself to building effective multigrade schools. Such a system

encourages teachers and local education officers to actively participate in managing schools, developing learning

materials, and in making decisions regarding curriculum and pedagogical methods. In short, it fosters

independent leaming and development of decision making skills in teachers and local administrators - the same

skills teachers try to foster in their students. Decentralization also helps to break down systems of rigid control

and to build trust between central and local personnel. It helps to assure that the particular needs of individual

schools and teachers are satisfied. Effective decentralization, however, requires a proper set of incentives and a

system of accountability.

3 For ways to balance supervisory and pedagogical support roles, see: Higgenson, Peter and Kevin Laws.
'Standardized Appraisal Manual. " UNDPtUNESCOProject Ras/86/053 Pacific Educational Management Combined
Zone Workshop, UNESCO Office for the Pacific States, 1989.
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School-community relations

Managing school-community relations in rural areas can be challenging. In some cultures, teachers

find themselves playing many different roles - as school administrator, community resource person, and

translator. For some communities, teachers are the principle link to the outside world. They translate letters,

initiate small development projects, and sit on local advisory conmittees. At the same time, teachers may be

looked upon as outsiders, or with suspicion. The community is likely a large contributor of resources to the

school; wants to be involved in the management of the school; and has a higher sense of ownership, particularly

if the school was built through self-help efforts.

Although these issues pertain to rural schools in general, multigrade teachers should be especially

aware of them because their schools are often located in the snallest villages and most remote rural areas.

Multigrade teachers should feel comfortable in such an environment. This has consequences for teacher training

and particularly the period of practical experience which will be elaborated in the next section. Cruchet (1989)

feels that having a well trained teacher who is also well adapted to the physical, social and economic

environment in rural communities is important for raising the demand for schooling. Teachers, he says, musl

not only be competent in fulfilling their pedagogical roles, but in fulfilling a role as community animator.

Multigrade schools in rural India are ........

attempting to foster closer school-community ..Scho.CmmnRat ions, - -

relations by providing teachers with training in the A=eetsuyo utgrd col nZmi

particular culture and problems of areas to which --- if. -rel-t-ons ----- c

they are assigned. They have also experimented _ * nnes to t_kl t* p_blm * sco d*v*lpmet

with restuctuig the curriculum to make it more ~ cotautinsitid and Xin c-ashto osrc lsro

blOcks ,1~ ,teoesotsaadltiis IThithe comub

relevant to daily life, and involving community ~ ~ po ocniluesgiia1~t h

members in the school program (UNESCO, 1981). tece ar a, a-l rpu ae,adpoiino

Programs which involve parents as teaching suple. PoutveshO commniW;ltioins matthat
raletionlsbyrovidingeaneosved iwithtainingent if tte

aides, or recent local school graduates as teaching such lodinde ionstrnancebthe
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assistants, can also help to break down barriers towrd edctin I ong s.tecepdl akesm
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they are assigned. They ave alfotexpeosmented n edrtoa di Avaomettd

betwveen the school and the community. Tzhis is E m _ w P 4 d_f

important in removing the cultural barriers, which

are often found int rural traditional societies, to expanded girls' attendance in schools. Where parents not only

visit the school, but often participate in the social and learning activities, mistrust of the school is often

eliminated.

There is also a positive role for teaching assistants in helping to m anage classes and lighten the

workload of multigrade teachers. Voluntary help can provide tea s with extta time to work with remedial

grups or individuals. Volunteers also gain a sense of pride and achievement from their work. Successful
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Escuela Nueva schools in Colombia have managed to involve community members not only in providing

resources for schools, but in the learning and teaching processes. School libraries, for instance, contain

materials of interest to the community as a whole. Farmers, masons, businessmen, or the local doctor may be

brought in as guest speakers. Mothers may work as class monitors or teaching assistants.
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VI. Consequences for National Policy

There are two stages in implementing multigrade training programs. The first is an "experimentation"

phase in which national level authorities take few actions other than allowing pilot projects to proceed, and

supplying necessary financial and human resources. Pilot multigrade schools are established, made to function

well, and used as bases for expansion. In this stage, teachers and local administrators in pilot schools are

deeply involved in designing materials and adapting teaching methods. As the pilot schools begin to function

well, and interest in the model builds, an experiential training program is established, using the pilot schools as

training centers. Participation in the training program is voluntary, and the innovation spreads based on interest

generated by successful schools and teachers training teachers. It is helpful to have a few key people from the

national level involved in the pilot program. This provides a sense of program "ownership" and helps to build a

core group of multigrade advocates.

The second stage is "expansion" of multigrade school practices to other areas of the country with the

potential to benefit from multigrade school systems (see page 3). It is at this stage that national policy level

decisions with regard to:

a. creation of a decentralized administrative framework;

b. provision of teacher training in multigrade techniques;

c. a clear policy on the recruitment and support of multigrade teachers;

d. acceptance of a flexible curriculum open to regional or local adaptation; and

e. development and allocation of training materials to multigrade schools;

The most important of these actions is teacher training and materials development and allocation. For

use of effective teaching practices is the single most important factor in developing a successful multigrade

program. Such practices are applicable in single grade classes as well and should therefore be introduced in the

general teaching training curriculum. Multigrade teaching is enhanced through the development and provision

of textbooks, teaching materials and curricula aimed at independent learning. Special efforts may be necessary

to encourage teachers to accept assignments to multigrade schools.

It should be noted that there are many examples of multigrade programs which have successfully passed

through the experimentation phase, but have experienced problems with the expansion phase. Two factors play

an important role: (1) multigrade advocates mentioned above play a key role in supplying the needed technical

information and political will needed for policy adaptation and program implementation; (2) resources must be

allocated for teacher training and materials support. The importance of advocacy is illustrated in the contrasting

examples of multigrade school programs in Colombia and Zambia. Advocates of Colombia's escuela nueva

program, developed over years of deep involvement in the experimental phases, were instrumental in promoting

the program's expansion to poorly served areas in Colombia. The Zambia pilot project was led by a single
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international development worker located in the minstry of planning, who failed to build a supporting

constituency within the ministry of education. The schools thus received no special material or financial

support, and experimentation was strictly limited. Although the program succeeded in providing a full

educational cycle to a few previously underserved communities, it failed to reach its potential.

Policy and implementation framework

Once the decision has been taken to expand multigrade schooling beyond the experimental phase, real

resources must be committed to program development and implementation. A school mapping exercise should

identify the existence of current and future multigrade schools and their needs. Governments should then decide

which of these needs is best met at the local, regional or national levels and assign responsibilities accordingly.

Most problems are probably best settled at the local or regional level; a decentralized administrative framework

is therefore likely to serve rural schools best (see page 23). However, decisions regarding teacher training,

teacher incentives, curriculum and materials development, and conduct of acceptance campaigns will most

certainly continue to be made at the national level.

Teacher training

Few training programs prepare teachers for working in a multigrade environment. The result is too

often that when faced with a multigrade class, teachers perform as though they were teaching several

independent classes - lecturing to one grade while the others remain idle. Time on task is reduced, achievement

falls, discipline degenerates, the teacher becomes frustrated and feels overworked. Inclusion of multigrade

teaching techniques in training programs can give teachers the skills they need to effectively manage a complex

classroom environment. These skills will be useful for the large numbers of teachers who will find themselves

in multigrade schools, as well as for single grade teachers, who will find that many multigrade techniques will

improve their own teaching.

Teacher training programs need, first and foremost, to emphasize effective teaching practices. These

include: peer tutoring, self-directed learning, teacher preparation (planning, organization and delivery methods),

maintenance of an orderly environment, and assessment and feedback skills. Other more culturally specific

effective teaching practices may emerge from local studies of educational systems and should be incorporated

into teacher training programs.

Teachers should also be trained in the use of classroom materials they will be working with -- class or

school libraries, self-learning materials, and teachers guides. They should be made aware of different

possibilities for laying out a classroom to suit their needs, and of grouping students by skill level.
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Some teacher training programs also help to make trainees aware of the special challenges they will

face working in rural schools. Many American states have developed materials to try to prepare teachers for

teaching and living in rural communities (Massey and Crosby, 1983; Blackwood, 1987; Miller, 1988) and give

them skills they may need to deal effectively with extra-curricular roles they may play in the community.

Teacher training may take place in a number of venues. Multigrade techniques may be introduced in

pre- and in-service training programs. The best training programs alternate training and practical experience.

Colombia has found the use of model schools to be

very effective. Radio broadcasts have been used for

teacher training in Nigeria, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. ..Te.ch .s.......

Teacher newspapers or professional journals can also TWachers itni"ui ep t l a i o in
impr6ving the img f rura chols it) odert nce the

be effective devices for spreading new ideas, in demand fo r. ed. ao.n. Tachersm h o
, i, ,on. -, -Sf, -., ioo -i Jiv:,tin i, Li, i --- EE- iiiii- 

addition to combatting rural teachers' sense of competent e- ,nd feelgcomfortble. living anworkin in rural
m .Eiarea-s.:si ie E-iTrainingsig programs helpto asharpenai:eachers-

isolation (see page 22). Training should not be a pedagogica skiIs but mhold 6alsohlt....... rtaa t

one time shot, but a series of re-enforcing workshops and ec,onmic lifd e; and prh framework
for animation acstivities hs may include m Infr

and visits over mnany years. Programs should be 6c'diUcon7 prOnmoion of cut"ural rn soia or iIlkoric
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constantly re-adapted to practical, real problems. .....ra tef.acher, -i-n shor ore expe tedto be opn in-

'Practice teaching' or the 2-3 month attachments to theirtehgstions, as interoeas.. te
Inorde to piromote ath scool an: intega par :of ~:villglifea

a school play are a critical part of teacher training. :A Oincrease the'dem ndfOr edlaco (ru het. 1989).

This professional training should be expanded to . .... .. ..........

include two or three schools, at least one of which

should be a rural multigrade school.

Conduct of teacher training programs should reflect the guiding principles of multigrade instruction --

emphasis should be put on participatory learning, peer tutoring, and management of the learning process.

Annex IV provides a sample pedagogical workshop plan for teachers and administrators. The content of teacher

training programs should be consistent with the choice of classroom management techniques (see page 12).

The incidence of multigrade schools, and the possibilities for using multigrade techniques in single

grade schools justifies including such techniques in the regular teacher training programs. Programs should

push teachers to see themselves as resource people, as facilitators and managers of the learning process.

Teacher recruitment and support

Multigrade teachers are usually assigned to small schools with one to three staff members. These

teachers find themselves responsible for student counselling,-school administration and maintenance. Moreover,

teaching multigrade classes puts heavy demands on teachers' time and organizational skills, for which there is

often no extra compensation. Some find life in rural areas difficult from both a psychological and a physical
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point of view, and are therefore reluctant to accept teaching posts in remote areas. The most qualified and

experienced teachers tend toward urban areas. Teacher morale is difficult to maintain under such

circumstances. Because of these and other factors, many countries find it difficult to staff rural schools.

The decision to improve educational access and quality in rural areas by increasing the number, quality,

and support of teachers posted to those areas is a national level decision. Countries have adopted various

policies to encourage teachers to accept rural postings. Senegal, for instance, has experimented with salary

supplements. However, salary incentives for rural multigrade teachers may lead to demands for similar

advantages from teachers in other difficult assigrnents. Provision of teacher housing is a commonly used

option. Another is increasing local recruitment, e.g. making a special attempt to recruit and train teachers from

deficit areas. Creation of a rural teaching corps and enhanced professional opportunities for rural teachers have

also been suggested.

Curriculum and materials development

The basic content of the curriculum in multigrade schools should not differ from that in single grade

schools. However it may be presented in a slightly different way to facilitate multigrade teaching, e.g. through

integrated or modular curricula. An integrated subject matter curriculum allows the teacher the flexibility to

teach a single subject to groups at several different conceptual levels at the same time. Religion or social

studies, for instance lend themselves well to integrated teaching (see page 14). Modular curricula allows the

student to proceed at his own pace through a series of learning modules. Such a system is particularly well

suited for rural children whose school attendance is irregular because of health problems and labor demands.

Note that a modular curricula has a significant effect on the problem of repetition. Under such a system there is

no repetition as such. Students work through materials at their own pace, aided by teachers, peer tutors and

enrichment materials. They do not repeat subjects already mastered, do not suffer the stigma of being held back

in any grade level or the trauma of adjusting to a new peer group. Finally, making the curricula open to

regional or local adaptation can make schools more responsive to local needs and make education more

interesting and relevant for students and teachers alike.

Development of textbooks and materials which are "user friendly," and contain self-learning and self-

correcting exercises is necessary for effective multigrade instruction. Care should be taken to ensure that books

are written in style which is clear and comprehensible to students, so as to allow the students to work with

minimal supervision and guidance. Books which contain examples and problems which draw on students daily

lives are likely to be more useful than those which contain more intangible problems. Such books and materials

will be useful in single grade as well as multigrade schools. However, it is a matter of national policy to

provide curriculum and textbook development units with directives to develop materials suited to multigrade

instruction. One option may be to form a working group from among the best multigrade teachers from around
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the country to come together once a year to adapt existing texts for multigrade use. It is also a matter of

national policy to develop a textbook policy which ensures an adequate supply of textbooks.

Finally, a decision must also be taken at the national level on the need for class libraries and hence

adequate resource allocation in the budget. The class library should contain books of interest to the students

and community, as well as general reference materials such a dictionary, an atlas, and a set of encyclopedias

(see page 18).

Acceptance programs

Parents, teachers and administrators all may resist adoption of multigrade programs. Parents may

believe that their children will not obtain as good an education in a multigrade school as in a single grade

school. Some administrators may also feel that multigrade schooling is a second class option - made necessary

by resource and demographic constraints which prevent development of "complete" primary schools. Most of

all, teachers may offer resistance to the expansion of multigrade education because they feel it (a) is difficult;

(b) leads to lower standards of achievement; and (c) does not fit with the traditional vision of an ideal school.

Some countries may therefore find it necessary to conduct acceptance programs to dispel myths that multigrade

education is a second class option. The ultimate solution to this problem is exposure to and experience with

successful multigrade schools.
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VII. Summary of Key Issues in the Implementation of Multigrade Programs

This section reviews the critical steps in the implementation of multigrade programs. The main

elements of the policy decision and development of a multigrade strategy are reviewed; then the building blocks

and specific inputs for constructing a successful multigrade program.

The policy decision

Multigrade schools are a cost-effective way of providing a complete educational cycle in sparsely

populated areas and for maintaining services in areas with declining populations. If properly implemented,

multigrade schools offer considerable scope for reducing unit costs while maintaining or even improving quality.

The decision to implement a multigrade program should be based upon:

a. results of pilot programs,

b. the results of a school mapping exercise which identifies zones where multigrade schooling

would present a viable option;

c. a general review of financial and human resources available; and

d. a review of alternative policies.

Development of an implementation strategy

An implementation strategy should, at minimum, contain the following elements:

a. a budgetary commitment from government to support the program;

b. a study of effective teaching practices in the local context upon which a teacher training

program will be based;

c. a plan for involving local and national managers in program development and training, from

the grassroots perspective;

d. a methodology for selecting multigrade schools, either through local surveys or self-selection;

e. selection of critical learning inputs (library, textbooks, enrichment material, programmed texts,

equipment, fumiture, etc.);

f. a timetable for implementation; and

g. appointment of a regional or national team to oversee and advise the project.
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Program building blocks

Effective teaching practices will vary according to local culture, teacher ability, and available materials.

But international research has confirmed the benefits of the following practices which compose the central

elements of effective multigrade teaching programs:

a. peer tutoring;

b. self-directed learning;

c. good lesson preparation by teachers;

d. creation of a conducive learning environment; and

e. frequent assessment and feedback.

Successful implementation of multigrade programs has some consequences for the classroom and school

environment:

a. multigrade schools need classroom or school libraries;

b. teachers must have access to learning materials;

c. access to a radio can enhance learning, where educational broadcasting is available;

d. the layout of the classroom should facilitate multigrade teaching; and

e. some thought needs to be given to choosing the most appropriate characteristics of the class

group.

At the local/regional levels, projects should make provisions for:

a. pedagogical support;

b. training of supervisors;

c. creation of an administrative support network;

d. preparation for a decentralization of authority from the central level; and

e. developing means to improve school-community relations.

Finally, at the national level, decisions should be taken regarding:

a. creation of a policy and implementation framework;

b. development of teacher, supervisor and administrator training programs;

c. creation of a system of teacher incentives; and

d. modification of curricula and materials.
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VII. Conclusion

When correctly implemented, multigrade teaching programs force teachers out of the single grade

delivery mode and over-reliance on rote memorization. Effective teachers see the results of their efforts

reflected in higher student achievement. Teaching can become a rewarding profession when teachers are armed

with a variety of delivery techniques, adequate supplies, and receive the proper pedagogical and administrative

support. Effective multigrade teaching requires trained and motivated teachers, access to textbooks and learning

materials, and a stimulating environment, which includes peer involvement and a library of supplementary

materials. Multigrade teaching thus requires more inputs, but produces a well-rounded/developed pupil capable

of self-study.

Multigrade schools are not a second class option. They can be an effective and efficient means of

delivering educational services to rural areas. Because multigrade programs require human and physical inputs

to implement, they may result in a marginally higher unit cost, but also lower cost per graduate due to less

repetition and dropout. However, programs cannot be, implemented half-heartedly. Those which adopt the

requisite administrative framework but fail to provide needed resources and focus on outcomes and improved

pedagogical techniques rarely meet educational needs.

Multigrade techniques should not be confined to multigrade schools alone. They have many positive

pedagogical aspects which can be transferred to the single grade classroom.
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Annex Ik Estimated Student Population, given Population Density and Enrolment Ratio-

1 2 3 4

Population per Population in Of which Enrollments, given Different Enrolment Ratios
sq. km 4 km Radius 7-13 Years (% of Col. 3)

(Col. 1 x (18.6% of
50.27) Col. 2)

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

10 503 94 l$

15 754 140 . l4*

25 1257 234 4 l 187 234

50 2514 468 187 281 374 468

75 3770 701 281 421 561 701

100 5027 935 187 374 561 748 935

Grey shaded areas indicate strong potential for multigrade schools

Multigrade schools are a viable option in areas of low population density. For instance, the above
example illustrates potential school populations given population density and enrolment rates in Tanzania
(Fredriksen, 1984). The school age population in a 4 kilometer radius area is estimated to be 140 where the
population density is 15 people per square kilometer and the enrolment rate is 100%. It is also 140 where the
population density is 75 and the enrolment rate only 20%. In such a case the average class size for a six grade
primary school would be less than 25 students; higher grades are likely to be much less when dropout is taken
into consideration.

Multigrade schools offer opportunities for economy in such a situation by promoting some combination
of grades under the direction of one teacher in one classroom. For instance, one teacher and classroom may be
assigned each to grades 1 and 2, while another teacher and classroom are allocated to combined grades 3 and 4,
and yet another to combined grades 5 and 6, thus providing a full educational cycle. Resources saved from not
developing a six-grade, single-grade school may be used to increase spending on vital inputs such as textbooks,
teacher salaries or teacher training, or to expand educational opportunities elsewhere.
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Annex II: Costs and Savings of Implementing a Multigrade Program

There are several costs to consider in designing a multigrade schools program, many of which do not
differ from single grade school improvement programs. These items are listed below. Costs vary from country
to country: a separate costing exercise should therefore be completed for each country to determine the viability
of implementing a multigrade schools program. A sample of such an exercise is presented in Annex IA.

Multigrade schools generally have higher textbook and materials costs, and higher furniture costs.
Savings can be expected from more efficient use of classrooms and teachers. Additional savings may be
achieved if the multigrade school results in lower dropout and repetition rates and increased community
contributions.

Costs of Inplementing a Multigrade Program

Start up costs

(1) Preliminary studies (if existing data is inadequate)
(a) School mapping exercise
(b) Financial and human resources review
(c) Local surveys
(d) Study of effective teaching practices

(2) School construction and renovation (classrooms slightly larger than conventional classrooms)
(3) Equipment

(a) Blackboards
(b) Display boards
(c) Simple duplicating device
(d) Radio (if applicable)

(4) Furniture
(a) Shelves
(b) Lockable cabinets
(c) Tables
(d) Moveable desks and chairs

(5) Teacher housing construction
(6) Classroom or school library books
(7) Adaption of self-learning texts and materials
(8) Adaption of teacher and administrator training programs
(9) Development of regional resource centers
(10) Review and adaption of administrative structures to establish management and financial formulas to

permit, support and enhance multigrade teaching
(11) Conduct of an information/acceptance program

Recurrent costs

(1) Teacher and administrator training
(a) pre-service training program
(b) in-service training program, including funds for teacher association meetings.

(2) Administrative and pedagogical support
(3) Textbook and library re-supply
(4) Classroom supplies (paper, ink, chalk, etc.)
(5) Classroom, furniture, equipment maintenance
(6) Maintenance of regional resource center
(7) Teacher/professional journal
(8) Incentive program for teachers (optional)
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Scope for Cost Savings in Multigrade Programs

(1) More efficient use of teachers
(2) Fewer classrooms needed than in conventional schools
(3) Lower repetition and dropout
(4) Better school-community relations may translate into increased scope for local contributions
(6) Better administrative and pedagogical support means teachers are on task more and performing more

efficiently and effectively

Table IIA illustrates the costs of school expansion in an area of low population density. The example
assumes a primary school student population of 105, or approximately 17 per grade. The choice is whether to
construct, fiunish, supply and staff six-class, single grade school or a three class multigrade school.

The multigrade option offers considerable scope for cost savings with regard to both investment and
recurrent costs. Investment costs are lower primarily because the multigrade school uses fewer (though larger)
classrooms than the single grade option (lines 1. and 2.). The multigrade school, requires higher investments in
the classroom libraries (line 6.) and furniture (line 12.). The result is a fixed cost per student place 31% lower
in multigrade than single grade schools (line 16).

Recurrent costs in multigrade schools are lower in this example because multigrade schools use fewer
teachers than single grade schools (line 17). Teacher costs are still lower in multigrade schools when a salary
supplement is added in (line 18). Maintenance costs are lower because these are a function of investment costs
(line 19). Again, there are higher costs associated with books and supplies in the multigrade school (line 20).
The end result, however, is a recurrent cost per student place which is 35 % lower in the multigrade than single
grade option (line 22).

It should be noted that not all school systems have the luxury of choosing between the ideal single
grade and multigrade options presented above. More often than not, the type of school building and number of
teachers is not variable (these will only be variable when substantial funds are available for new construction
and teacher training). School planners simply make due with what is available. Savings on construction,
maintenance and teacher salaries are therefore largely ruled out. The question becomes one of maximizing
quality and quantity of educational services given resource constraints. In most countries opportunities exist to
increase quantity of educational services by encouraging single grade teachers in incomplete schools to become
multigrade teachers. Small additional investments in training, books, and supplies could then result in higher
coverage.
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Table IIA: Comparison of Costs - Multigrade and Single-grade Options (number of students is 105)

Traditional Six Grade Option Three Multigrade Classroom

I_ . Option

COST OF INPUTS Unit cost Number Total cost Number Total cost Savings

1. classroom construction 22000 6 132000 0 0

2. large classroom construction 26000 0 0 3 78000

3. office/library construction 17000 1 17000 1 17000

4. textbooks 5 209 1047 209 1047

5. school library 700 1 700 1 700

6. classroom librar 350 0 0 3 1050

7. blackboard 85 6 510 6 510

8. display board 65 6 390 3 195

9. duplicating device 60 3 180 3 180

10. shelves 300 6 1800 6 1800

11. lockable cabinets 500 6 3000 6 3000

12. conference table 450 1 450 4 1800

13. rnoveable desk and chair 80 105 8378 105 8378

14. office furniture 2000 1 2000 1 2000

15. Total Fixed Costa: 167455 115660

16. Fixed Costs per Student: 1599 1104 31%

17. teacher (per year) 1400 6 8400 3 4200

18. multigrade teacher salary supplement 140 0 0 3 420

19. maintenance (5 % of building and 8231 5599

20. books and supplies (renewed every 3 577 923

21. Total Recurrent Costs: 17208 11142

22. Recurrent Costs per Student: 164 106 35%
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Opportunities for Cost Savings through Reductions in Repetition and Dropout

Quality improvements associated with multigrade schools which reduce repetition and dropout can
result in considerable cost savings per graduate. For example, research in Colombia revealed the following
differences between multigrade escuelas nuevas and graded rural schools (Schiefelbein, 1991):

Colombia: Repetition and Dropouts, 1987 (%)

Indicator Escuela Nueva Graded Rural
School

Repetition 47.2 53.9

Dropout, grade 1 10.5 8.6

Dropout, grade 2 5.1 9.3

Dropout, grade 3 2.9 7.8

Dropout, grade 4 0.7 7.9

Dropout, grade 5 -3.0 11.1

Repetition in escuela nueva is lower than in comparable graded schools. Although dropout was higher
in grade 1 of escuelas nuevas than in graded schools, it was much lower in grades 2-5. (The dropout figure is
negative for grade 5 escuela nueva because more students were enrolled in this grade at the end of the school
year than in the beginning.) The summary result of this table is that escuela nueva schools show a decrease in
repetition of 12.4 % and an overall reduction in dropout of 1.2 %. The escuelas nuevas therefore move
relatively more children through the system at a faster rate than comparable graded schools.

At an average annual unit cost of $100 per pupil, the cost per graduate in the traditional school is
$1,674 versus $1,089 in the escuelas nuevas, given the above repetition and dropout rates. Even if expenditures
were raised by 10% to cover extra books, materials, anfd teacher training used in multigrade schools, the cost
per graduate in the escuela nueva would still be only $1,197 -- considerably lower than in the graded school. In
fact, expenditures per student could be raised by as much as 50% in the escuelas nuevas and they would still
produce graduates at the roughly the same cost as the graded school spending only $100 per student.

Cost per Graduate

Investment per Pupil Graded School Escuela Nueva

$100 $1,674 $1,089

$110 $1,841 $1,197

$150 $2,511 $1,633

Methodology for computing costs is described in Cuadra and Fredriksen (1991). A complementary lotus
based simulation model is available from PHREE.
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Annex IH: How to Make a Low Cost Duplicator

1. You will need the following tools:

(a) a stapler

(b) a pencil ___-_i)

(c) a hammer '

(d) a saw

(e) a ruler =

2. You will need the following materials:

(a) a half meter square of fine cloth

(b) an ink stencil -

(c) a role of scotch tape 5 cm wide

(d) 2 meters of wood (2 x 3 cm)

(e) nails (S cm)

(f) 2 hinges 7

(g) a piece of plywood with S layers of finishing (40 x 60 cm)
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3. To make the frame in wood:

(a) measure 2 pieces of wood 30 cm long, and 2 pieces 50 cm long. Cut the
pieces with the saw so that the ends are square and smooth.

(b) arrange the pieces in the shape of a frame and nail together. Be sure that the
ends are correctly and firmly joined.

(c) then, to attach the cloth to the frame, spread the cloth over a smooth, clean
surface. The cloth must be big enough to cover the 4 edges of the frame.

(d) firmly staple the cloth: to do this, begin by stapling the centers of each side, 1 b (
then the corners. If you do not have a stapler, you can use thumbtacks. L

q 5
4. 3

'3

120 Is 2

(e) now you can 'mask' the screen. This means you can cover the parts you do
not want the ink to go through. For this, mark off on the screen the exact
place where the paper will be placed (use a stencil to see how it can be
positioned). When the margins are carefully drawn, cover the exterior part
of the screen with scotch tape so that the ink will not go through. Turn the
screen over and cover the interior with scotch tape.

(f) then place the 'masked' screen on the plywood and fasten it with two hing
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(g) you will need an instrument to spread the ink evenly and carefully. You can
use a squeegee. It is also easy to make one yourself:

(i) take 2 pieces of plywood 5 cm thick and a long piece of
rubber (e.g. the interior part of an old tire)

(ii) nake a sandwich (that is to say place the rubber between
the two pieces of plywood). Nail together.

(iii) this instrument must be a bit smaller than the width of your
screen.

4. You are ready!
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Annex IV: Sample Pedagogical Workshop for Teachers and Administrators

I. Introduction

This annex presents a sample framework for a workshop to train teachers and their supervisors. It will
limit itself to the description of different steps of work in order to present a clear picture of the structure of the
program. The workshop is based on layered series of observation, group work and discussion/review. It is
designed to keep attention focused on what is actually happening in the classroom, and to build conclusions
based on real, observable behavior.

For a sample training guide with detailed subject matter, see: Colbert de Arboleda, Vicky and Oscar
Mogollon Jaimes. Hacia La Escuela Nueva Unidades de Capacitacion para el Maestro. Bogata, Colombia
Ministry of Education, 1980.

II. Participants

A. A group of 50 students of two or three different grade levels.
B. Ten teachers.
C. Ten to 15 local and regional managerial/administrative staff (headmasters, pedagogical

advisors, supervisors, district education officers, etc.).
D. Five national level training personnel.

III. Objectives

A. Provide teachers with an introductory or proficiency course.
B. Enable managerial/administrative staff to organize workshops and supervise classes.
C. Enable national taining personnel to direct training operations aimed at various audiences.

IV. Activities

A. Activities are presented in the following table; the two trainers are represented by Al and A2:
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Phase 1

Multi-
Students grade

activity
Phase 2 Phase 3

t
Teachers Observa- Group Discus-

tion - work - sion
A2 Al + A2 Phase 4 Phase 5

Local/ t
Regional Group Discus-
Staff Observation - work - sion

Al Al + A2 Phase 6

t Group
National work/dis-
Training Observation - cussion
Personnel Al + A2

V. Conduct of the Workshop

A. Initial activity: observe an experience. In the example above, it is one of teaching three grade
levels at one time.
1. Teachers observe the class conducted by trainer 1.
2. Local and regional staff observe three phases of work with teachers (Phases 1,2,3).
3. National training staff observe three phases of work with the teachers and the two

following phases with the local and regional staff (Phases 1,2,3,4,5).
B. Intermediate activity: group work centered on problems observed by the participants.

1. Phase 2: conduct of the class. Difficulties? What would you do if... etc. Action
plans for the class.

2. Phase 4: sequencing of teacher training. How to organize training? How to lead a
final discussion? Difficulties? Plan of action.

3. Phase 6: training of the two levels. Where to intervene? How to evaluate the
results? Plan of action. When? With whom? How to prepare the work... Etc.

C. Final activity: responses to problems uncovered, information given to each group of
participants, documents, supplementary readings, list of projects underway, supervision guides,
etc.

VI. Possible Extensions

A. One can imagine and build a large diversity of workshops: just pay attention to the order of
the activities: (1) observation; (2) group work; and (3) discussion/review.

B. Examples of variations:
1. Length could be varied. In the workshop presented above, the length could be three

days (six half days), but it could be spread out over a week, allowing for travel.
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2. The activities described could be separated by brief opportunities for practical
application.

3. The first action (observation) could take diverse forms: taking account of personnel
experience (initial or continuing training, etc.), draw together lessons given to the
participants (overview of the seminar, video, a case study to be reviewed individually,
etc.)

4. The discussion done immediately after the group work, but one could also refer
participants to a case study, or bring in a guest speaker.

VII. Constraints

A. It takes a lot of time to prepare a workshop - almost as much as it does to run the workshop
itself.

B. It requires talented group trainers - with skills in speaking, listening, balancing conversation,
launching debate, focusing on central points, synthesizing, and responding to problems that
come up in the course of the session.

C. One must have strict respect for the rules - avoid distractions which could disrupt the
workshop.

D. Examples:
1. The preliminary discussions should not be limited to descriptions of the way the

training will be presented and the rules to be followed, but they should introduce and
get the audience interested in the content. Sometimes, under the pretext of
introducing topic, one can make bold, catchy statements which are not necessarily
grounded in reality.

2. From time to time, higher level staff may interrupt with an irrelevant point or try to
change the subject. Or participants may abandon their roles as observers and begin to
speak. It requires a good trainer to keep the program on track.

VIII. Conclusion

A. This technique might seem difficult to trainers. In reality, it requires nothing more than a few
training sessions and a willingness to abandon certain habits.

B. In sum, it assures an anchoring of training in reality and placing it in a coherent framework of
defined pedagogical objectives. The training uses the very methodologies which will one
hopes to promote in the classroom situation itself.
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